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Computation of approximate polynomial greatest common divisors (GCDs) is important both the-
oretically and due to its applications to control linear systems, network theory, and computer-aided
design. We study two approaches to the solution so far omitted by the researchers, despite intensive
recent work in this area. Correlation to numerical Pade´ approximation enabled us to improve com-
putations for both problems (GCDs and Pade´). Reduction to the approximation of polynomial zeros
enabled us to obtain a new insight into the GCD problem and to devise effective solution algorithms.
In particular, unlike the known algorithms, we estimate the degree of approximate GCDs at a low
computational cost, and this enables us to obtain certified correct solution for a large class of input
polynomials. We also restate the problem in terms of the norm of the perturbation of the zeros (rather
than the coefficients) of the input polynomials, which leads us to the fast certified solution for any
pair of input polynomials via the computation of their roots and the maximum matchings or connected
components in the associated bipartite graph. C° 2001 Academic Press
Key Words: polynomial GCDs; approximate GCDs; Pade´ approximation; Hankel matrices; polyno-
mial zeros; root neighborhoods; bipartite graphs.
1. INTRODUCTION
Computation of polynomial greatest common divisors (GCDs) is a fundamental problem of algebraic
computing and has important widespread applications in network theory, control linear systems, and
computer-aided geometric design (Pace and Barnett (1973), Kailath (1980), Barnett (1981), Karcanias
(1987), and Sederberg and Chang (1993)), which require the solution of the problems whose input is
given approximately, within some fixed error bounds.
On the other hand, computation of polynomial GCDs is an excellent example of numerically ill-
posed problems. For instance, let v(x) be a nonconstant divisor of a polynomial u(x). Then GCD
(u(x); v(x)) D v(x), but GCD (u(x)C–; v(x)) D 1 for any constant – 6D 0. Thus, a small perturbation of
u(x) may cause a dramatic decrease of the degree of the GCD. Hough (1977), Scho¨nhage (1985), Noda
and Sasaki (1991), Corless et al. (1995), Emiris et al. (1996, 1997), Karmarkar and Lakshman (1996),
Hribernig and Stetter (1997), Sasaki and Sasaki (1997), Chin et al. (1998), and Hitz and Kaltofen (1998)
define approximate GCDs to avoid the latter deficiency. Namely, let us be given two polynomials u(x)
and v(x), a fixed polynomial norm, and a positive †. Then one may nonuniquely define an approximate
GCD of u(x) and v(x) or, we say, their †-GCD, d⁄(x) D GCD(u⁄(x); v⁄(x)), whose degree d† is
maximum over all polynomials u⁄(x) and v⁄(x) in an †-neighborhood of u(x) and v(x), satisfying
deg u⁄(x) • m D deg u(x); deg v⁄(x) • n D deg v(x); (1)
ku⁄(x)¡ u(x)k • †ku(x)k; kv⁄(x)¡ v(x)k • †kv(x)k: (2)
Despite extensive work and substantial progress, there remain several open problems with the com-
putation of †-GCDs. An earlier paper (Scho¨nhage, 1985) studied only the asymptotic complexity of
computing the †-GCDs where †! 0. The results of Scho¨nhage (1985) rely on extremely tedious anal-
ysis but do not apply to the most realistic and practically important case, where the input errors can
1 Some result of this paper were presented at the 9th Annual ACM–SIAM Symposium on Discrete Algorithms in January 1998
and in ASA–IMACS Conference in August 1998.
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be relatively large, and the precision of computing is sufficiently high to ignore rounding errors of the
computation. The latter assumptions imply the model of study with inexact input and infinite precision
computations. In our paper, we will assume this model, following all papers cited above except for
Scho¨nhage (1985).
All these papers, however (except for Hough (1977), Karmarkar and Lakshman (1996), and Chin
et al. (1998)), present approaches leading to heuristic solution algorithms. Typically, such an algorithm
outputs a common divisor for some selected pair of †-neighbors of u(x) and v(x), but the degree d¡
of this divisor can be less than the degree d† of the †-GCDs; some algorithms also compute some
upper bounds dC on d† . If, however, dC> d¡, then we cannot certify that the output is an †-GCD.
Furthermore, neither of the algorithms presented so far allows its effective parallelization. On the other
hand, the algorithm of Karmarkar and Lakshman (1996) (cf. Appendix A.1 and Chin et al. (1998)),
extending the algorithm of Hough (1977), solves the problem for any input pair of polynomials u(x) and
v(x), but the estimates for the complexity of the solution by this algorithm are quite large (according to
Karmarkar and Lakshman (1996), they are polynomial in m C n and exponential in d†), thus implying
the need for further study.
Technically, there is another major omission. Several approaches have been studied or at least listed so
far. They rely on the Euclidean algorithm (Scho¨nhage, 1985; Noda and Sasaki, 1991; Emiris et al., 1996,
1997; Hribernig and Stetter, 1997; Sasaki and Sasaki, 1997), computations with subresultant matrices
(Corless et al., 1995; Emiris et al., 1996, 1997), various techniques of least-squares computations,
optimization, and quadratic programming (Corless et al., 1995; Karmarkar and Lakshman, 1996; Chin
et al., 1998), and a version of Lazard’s algorithm (Lazard, 1981), which is equivalent to the matrix pencil
algorithm of Karcanias and Mitrouli (1994) (described in Karcanias and Mitrouli (1994) by using the
terminology of automatic control).
At least two important approaches are missing, however, from all these papers, that is, ones based on
Pade´ approximation and the approximation of polynomial zeros. In our present study, we demonstrate
several methodological and computational advantages of these two approaches.
Pade´ approximation is an important and well-developed subject with applications to algebraic com-
puting, signal processing, and the study of analytic functions (Gragg, 1972; Brent et al., 1980; Bini and
Pan, 1994). We reduce the approximate GCD problem to the computation of Pade´ approximations for
an inexact input, which gives us a fast heuristic algorithm for †-GCDs and also enables us to estimate its
degree from above and below. The latter application provides an alternative to the subresultant approach,
studied in Corless et al. (1995), Karmarkar and Lakshman (1996), and Emiris et al. (1996, 1997). (In
particular, the former approach involves better structured matrices of smaller size.) We also incorporate
some of our Pade´-based techniques for †-GCDs into a heuristic algorithm for †-GCDs based on subre-
sultant techniques. On the other hand, the reduction into the opposite direction, from Pade´ computations
to the GCD computations, enables us to solve both problems for a large class of inputs by our second
approach, whose advantages we will try to explain in this paper.
Namely, we observe that the perturbations of the coefficients of u(x) and v(x) influence the †-GCD
indirectly, via the perturbation of the zeros. Thus, we reduce the GCD problem to the approximation of
the zeros of the input polynomials, where highly effective algorithms are available (cf. Pan (1995, 1996a,
1997, 1998) and Bini and Pan (2001)). Such a reduction enables us to explain the numerically unstable
behavior of approximate GCDs and to restate the problem in terms of the concept of the †-perturbation
domains for polynomial zeros, that is, the domains of the perturbations of the zeros of a polynomial
caused by all †-perturbations of its coefficient vector. By applying the latter concept, we choose a proper
class of the input perturbations for the GCDs and associate bipartite graphs with the input polynomials.
Then we reduce the solution of the approximate GCD problem to computing maximum matchings in
such graphs. As a result, we compute easily nontrivial upper and lower bounds on the degree of †-GCDs
and enlarge the input domain for which we may compute the solution and certify its correctness at a
low computational cost, and this was the bottleneck of the known approaches.
We made this progress assuming the customary formulation of the GCD problem, where polynomial
norms and polynomial perturbations are defined in terms of the input coefficients. In Sections 8 and 9 we
study the problem where the norms and the perturbations are defined in terms of the zeros of the input
polynomials, and we argue that this is an appropriate basic assumption. We also show its computational
advantages: for any pair of input polynomials, it always enables us to compute an approximate GCD
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itself (rather than a candidate polynomial, which may have a lower or higher degree than the †-GCD,
as was the case under the customary formulation of the GCD problem). Furthermore, assuming elastic
tolerance bound on the perturbation size, we simplify the stage of the computations in bipartite graphs,
by replacing the matching stage by the computation of the connected components.
The proposed algorithms have lower computational complexity (which ranges between linear and
quadratic in terms of arithmetic operations and comparisons involved, except for O(n2:5) comparisons
used for matching), and their parallelization enables solution of the approximate GCD problem, which
is in NC (or RNC) and work efficient (cf., e.g., Ja´ Ja´ (1992) or Bini and Pan (1994), Chap. 4, on the
definitions of NC, RNC, and work efficiency).
The power of the solution via polynomial rootfinding can be used to solve some related problems. In
particluar, having an approximate GCD, we may compute the associated (m; n) Pade´ approximation for a
formal power series given with inexact coefficients and then compute a lower rank Hankel approximation
of a Hankel matrix by exploiting the association with the latter Pade´ approximation problem. This gives
us a heuristic algorithm for lower rank Hankel approximation, which is an important topic of signal and
image processing.
We organize our presentation as follows. After some preliminaries in Section 2, we study the Pade´
approximation approach in Sections 3 and 4. In Section 5–7 we study the †-GCD problem based on the
concept of an †-perturbation domain for polynomial zeros. In Sections 8 and 9, we study the –-GCD
problem, where the –-perturbation is applied to the zeros of the input polynomials. In Section 10 we
comment on the extension of our approximate GCD approach to Pade´ approximation for an inexact
input and to the computation of a Hankel matrix of a lower rank approximating a given Hankel matrix.
Section 11 is left for a discussion. In the Appendices we briefly recall some major known methods for †-
GCDs, extend the subresultant method to yield a new heuristic algorithm for †-GCD, prove an auxiliary
result for testing †-divisibility, and estimate the probability of the failure of the Lanczos symmetric
tridiagonalization algorithm.
2. POLYNOMIAL AND VECTOR NORMS, †-DIVISIBILITY AND †-GCDS
(SOME DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES)
Hereafter, we will refer to arithmetic operations as ops.
A polynomial p(x) DPkiD0 pi xi can be identified with its coefficient vector pD [p0; : : : ; pk]T. (We
write wT for the transpose of a vector or a matrixw.) The same norms will be used for both vectors and
polynomials, in particular to measure the distances, dist (s(x); t(x))Dks(x)¡ t(x)kDks¡ tk. We recall
the customary norms
kpkh D
°°°°°Xi pi x i
°°°°°
h
D
ˆX
i
jpi jh
!1=h
; (3)
which for h D 1 turn into the maximum norm,
kpk1 D
°°°°°Xi pi x i
°°°°°
1
D max
i
jpi j:
In some cases, the weighted h-norms, kpkh;w D k
P
i pi x
ikh;w D (
P
i jpi jhwi )1=h for a fixed vector wD
(wi ), are also useful in the study of †-GCDs (Emiris et al., 1997).
When our study applies to any norm, we will write k ¢ k:
The next two definitions reintroduce the †-GCDs of (1) and (2), based on the concept of an †-divisor.
DEFINITION 2.1. A polynomial d(x) is an †-divisor of a polynomial p(x) (under a fixed norm k ¢ k) if
there exists a perturbation of p(x) by a polynomial1(x) such that d(x) divides p(x)C1(x); deg1(x) •
deg p(x); and k1(x)k • †kp(x)k.
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DEFINITION 2.2. For two polynomials,
u(x) D
mX
iD0
ui x
i ; v(x) D
nX
iD0
vi x
i ; umvn 6D 0; m • n; (4)
every common monic †-divisor g†(x) that has the maximum degree, d† D d(u; v; †), is called their
†-GCD.
Using the 2-norm, k ¢ k2, or a weighted 2-norm often leads to some computational advantages.
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Corless et al., 1995). Given two polynomials p(x) and d(x) of degrees k and
l; respectively; k > l; and a positive †, it suffices to use O(k minflog k C 1; lg) ops to decide if
d(x) is an †-divisor of p(x) (under the 2-norm) and, if so; to compute two polynomials q(x) and
1(x) D p(x)¡ d(x)q(x) such that k1(x)k2 is minimum provided that deg1(x) • deg p(x).
The coefficient vector q of the polynomial q(x) is computed in Corless et al. (1995) as a least-squares
solution to the Toeplitz system of linear equations, Dq D p, representing the polynomial equation
d(x)q(x)D p(x). The vector q is obtained in Corless et al. (1995) from the k¡ l C 1 normal equations,
DT Dq D DTp, and we slightly improve the complextiy bound of Corless et al. (1995) by using the
known cost estimates for the operations with triangular Toeplitz matrices (cf. Bini and Pan (1994)).
Having1(x) available, we may check immediately whether k1(x)kh • †kp(x)kh for h D 1; h D 2,
and h D 1; the values k1(x)kh for h D 1 and h D 1 are within factors k or
p
k from the minimum
kp(x)¡ d(x)q(x)kh , due to the useful relations
kvk1 • kvk2 • kvk1 •
p
kkvk2 • kkvk1;
which hold for any vector v of dimension k.
Furthermore, we can prove the following extension of Proposition 2.1 (see Appendix B).
PROPOSITION 2.2. Proposition 2.1 can be extended to the case of weighted 2-norm at the price of
increasing the cost bound to O((k ¡ l C 1)k log k) ops.
3. PAD ´E APPROXIMATION APPROACH TO COMPUTING
A POLYNOMIAL GCD OR †-GCD
A pair of polynomials w(x) and z(x) of the smallest degree that satisfy the equation w(x)v(x) D
z(x)u(x) immediately defines the GCD, g(x) D GCD(v(x); u(x)), as the polynomial
g(x) D u(x)
w(x) D
v(x)
z(x) :
The problem of the computation of w(x) and z(x) is closely related to the classical problem of Pade´
approximation (cf. Gragg (1972), Brent et al. (1980), and Bini and Pan (1994)).
DEFINITION 3.1. For any formal power series a(x) DP1iD0 ai xi and two nonnegative integers k and
‘, a pair of polynomials s(x) and t(x) is a (k; l)-th Pade´ approximation of a(x) if degs(x) • k, deg
t(x) • l, and s(x)¡ a(x)t(x) D 0 mod x NC1, N D k C l:
PROPOSITION 3.1 (Gragg, 1972). The pair of polynomials q(x) and t(x) of Definition 3:1 is unique;
up to its scaling by common factors or common divisors.
Given the polynomials u(x) and v(x) of (4), we may assume that v(0) 6D 0 and define the formal
power series
h(x) D
1X
iD0
hi xi D u(x)
v(x) : (5)
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(The restriction v(0) 6D 0 can be removed by removing the maximum degree factors xi and x j from
u(x) and v(x), respectively, and adding the factor xminfi; jg to their GCD. Alternatively, one may work with
the reverse polynomialsU (x)D xmu(1=x), V (x)D xnv(1=x), W (x)D xm¡dw(1=x), Z (x)D xn¡d z(1=x),
in which case V (0) 6D 0 for any polynomial v(x) of degree n.)
The computation of h(x) mod x NC1 amounts to the computation modulo x NC1 of a polynomial
reciprocal and a polynomial product and costs O(N log N ) ops (Bini and Pan, 1994, p. 22). The (k; l)-
th Pade´ approximation can be computed by means of the extended Euclidean algorithm at the cost
O(N log2 N ) ops for N D k C l (Brent et al., 1980; Bini and Pan, 1994, pp. 38–39).
These considerations give us a GCD algorithm, and we may extend it to the heuristic computation of
a common †-divisor of u(x) and v(x) as follows:
Suppose that, besides u(x), v(x) of (4), †, and polynomial norm k ¢ k2, we are given the polynomial
h(x) mod x NC1 (for N D m C n and h(x) of (5)) and an upper bound dC D dC† • m on the degree d†
of the †-GCDs.
(a) Write d D dC. If d D 0, output d¡ D 0, g¡(x)D 1 and stop. Otherwise compute the (m ¡ d;
n ¡ d)-th Pade´ approximation to h(x) given by the pair of polynomials (wd (x); zd (x)).
(b) Apply Proposition 2.1 to test whetherwd (x) is an †-divisor of u(x). If “not,” replace d by d¡1
and go to stage (a). Otherwise compute a polynomial gd;†(x) (an †-quotient) such that kwd (x)gd;†(x)¡
u(x)k2 • †. Then apply Proposition 2.1 again, to test whether gd;†(x) is an †-divisor of v(x) too. If so,
output d D d¡ and g¡(x) D gd¡;†(x) and stop. If “not,” replace d by d ¡ 1 and go to stage (a).
By construction, g¡(x) is a common †-divisor of u(x) and v(x), although it must not be of the largest
degree d† , and this approach alone, like the Euclidean approach of Appendix A.2, gives us no effective
means for verifying whether the output polynomial is an †-GCD.
The computation is performed at quite a low computational cost of O((1C dC ¡ d¡)n log2 n) ops at
stage (a), O((1C dC ¡ d¡)n log n) ops and O(dC ¡ d¡) comparisons at stage (b). Furthermore, stage
(a) of computing the (m ¡ d , n ¡ d) Pade´ approximations of h(x) for all d requires only O(n log2 n)
ops, for a generic pair of u(x) and v(x) (cf. Brent et al. (1980), Section 5).
4. THE HANKEL/BEZOUT TECHNIQUES FOR PAD ´E APPROXIMATION
In the algorithms of the previous sections, one may compute Pade´ approximations by relying on
computations with Hankel or Bezout matrices, rather than on the extended Euclidean algorithm. This
approach may require a little more ops but enables better numerical control of the computations and
provides an upper bound dC on the degree d† of †-GCDs.
The basic idea is to associate the formal power series h(x) of (5) with the infinite Hankel matrix,
H D H (u; v) D (hi; j ), hi; j D hiC jCm¡nC1; i; j D 0; 1; : : : : For readers’ convenience, we recall that a
matrix (hi; j ) is called a Hankel matrix if all its entries are invariant in their shift into the antidiagonal
direction, that is, if hi; j D hiC1; j¡1 for all pairs i, j for which hi; j and hiC1; j¡1 are defined. A general
n£ n matrix may have n2 distinct entries, but an n£ n Hankel matrix is symmetric (hi; j D h j;i ), has at
most 2n ¡ 1 distinct entries, and is completely defined by the pair of its first and last rows or columns.
Computations with Hankel matrices are also dramatically simplified versus the case of general ma-
trices. In particular, we have the following well-known results (Bini and Pan, 1994; Pan, 1999, 2001):
PROPOSITION 4.1. The multiplication of an N £ N Hankel matrix by a vector can be reduced to
multiplication of two polynomials of degree O(N ) and performed in O(N log N ) ops.
PROPOSITION 4.2. O(N log2 N) ops suffice to solve a nonsingular linear system of N equations with
a Hankel coefficient matrix.
Now let Hk denote the k £ k leading principal submatrix of H, that is, the matrix (hi; j ) where i
and j range from 0 to k ¡ 1. (Clearly, Hk is a Hankel matrix.) We have the following results (Gragg,
1972; Brent et al., 1980; Bini and Pan, 1994, p. 140).
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let r D rank Hn; d D deg g(x). Then the matrix Hr is nonsingular; and dCr D n.
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PROPOSITION 4.4. The computation of the (m; n) Pade´ approximation of the formal power series
h(x) of (5) can be reduced to the solution of a consistent linear system of equations with the coefficient
matrix Hn; multiplication of an m £ m triangular Hankel matrix by a vector; and a subtraction of a
pair of m-dimensional vectors from each other.
The harder part of the latter computation is the solution of the linear system. It can be performed in
three steps:
(a) compute the rank r of the matrix Hn ,
(b) solve a nonsingular linear system of equations with the coefficient matrix Hr (nonsingularity
is by Proposition 4.3, the solution cost is O(r log2 r ) by Proposition 4.2), and
(c) recover the solution of the original consistent linear system with the matrix Hn (in O (n log n)
ops by Proposition 4.1).
Remark 4.1. At stage (b), one may substantially improve numerical stability of the computations
by means of a simple transition from the Hankel to Bezout linear systems (Bini and Pan, 1994, p. 162).
Proposition 4.4 gives us an alternative to the application of the algorithms of Brent et al. (1980) for
the Pade´ approximation. On the other hand, this proposition can be used as a basis for estimating from
above the degree d† of the †-GCDs. In this context we should estimate the variation of the matrix Hn
with the perturbation of the coefficients of the input polynomials u(x) and v(x), which we will assume
normalized by scaling so that ku(x)k D kv(x)k D 1.
PROPOSITION 4.5. The perturbations of u(x) and v(x) by the polynomials –u(x) and –v(x); respec-
tively; cause the perturbations of the polynomial h(x) mod xmCnC1 (cf. (5)) by –⁄u (x)C –⁄v (x); where
–⁄u (x) D (–u(x)=v(x)) mod xmCnC1;
–⁄v (x) D (¡–v(x)(u(x)C –u(x))=(v(x)(v(x)C –v(x))mod xmCnC1:
Proof.
u(x)C –u(x)
v(x)C –v(x) ¡
u(x)
v(x) D
(u(x)C –u(x))v(x)¡ (v(x)C –v(x))u(x)
v(x)(v(x)C –v(x))
D (u(x)C –u(x))(v(x)C –v(x))¡ (u(x)C –u(x))–v(x)¡ (v(x)C –v(x))u(x)
v(x)(v(x)C –v(x))
D –u(x)
v(x) ¡
–v(x)(u(x)C –u(x))
v(x)(v(x)C –v(x)) :
COROLLARY 4.1. For any fixed norm we have
–⁄u D k–⁄u (x)k • †k(1=v(x)) mod xmCnC1k; (6)
–⁄v D k–⁄v (x)k • †k(u(x)C –u(x))=(v(x)(v(x)C –v(x))) mod xmCnC1k (7)
D †k(u(x)=v2(x)) mod xmCnC1k C O(†2);
provided that k–⁄u (x)k • †; k–⁄u (x)k • †:
To estimate the resulting perturbation of the matrix Hn , we recall the definition and some properties
of the operator matrix norms k ¢ kh , which are also called subordinate to and consistent with the vector
norms k ¢ kh of (3) (cf. Golub and Van Loan (1996), pp. 55–57). For a matrix A D (ai; j ), we have
kAkh D sup
v6D0
kAvkh=kvkh; h D 1; 2;1;
kAk1 D kAT k1 D maxj
X
i
jai; j j; (8)
kAk22 • kAk1kAk1;
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so that
kAk2 • kAk1 D kAk1 (9)
for a symmetric matrix A, in particular for A D Hn . Equation (8) and Proposition 4.5 together imply
that the perturbation 1† of Hn caused by the †-perturbations of u(x) and v(x) satisfies
k1†k1 D k1†k1 • –⁄u C –⁄v
for –⁄u and –⁄v of (6), (7). (The equation above follows from (8) because Hn is a symmetric matrix.) Due
to (9), we also obtain that
k1†k2 • –⁄u C –⁄v : (10)
To control the resulting impact of the †-perturbations of u(x) and v(x) on their GCD and in particular
on its degree d, one may apply some known results on the eigendecomposition of a real symmetric
matrix (see Golub and Van Loan (1996), Theorems 8.1.1 and 8.1.13 for r D n, Q1 D I ).
PROPOSITION 4.6. (a) An n £ n real symmetric matrix A has eigendecomposition
A D U
^
U T;
where U is an n £ n orthogonal (unitary) matrix such that
U TU D I;
V D diag(‚1; : : : ; ‚n) is a diagonal matrix; ‚1; : : : ; ‚n are the eigenvalues of A; ‚1 ‚ : : : ‚ ‚n.
(b) Rank A D n ¡ z; where z is the number of the zero eigenvalues of A.
(c) For any real symmetric matrix 1; rank (A C 1) ‚ n ¡ z1; where z1 is the number of the
eigenvalues of A lying in the interval from ¡k1k2
p
2 to k1k2
p
2.
The next result follows from the bound (10) and Propositions 4.3 and 4.6(c).
COROLLARY 4.2. Let Hn be real matrix. Let d† denote the degree of the †-GCDs of u(x) and v(x) and
let z† be the number of the eigenvalues of Hn in the interval from ¡(–⁄u C –⁄v )
p
2 to (–⁄u C –⁄v )
p
2; for
–⁄u and –⁄v of (6); (7) defined under the 2-norm. Then d† • dC D z† .
z† D dC may exceed d† because not every (–⁄u C –⁄v )-perturbation of Hn can be caused by an †-
perturbation of u(x) and v(x) and not every 1-pertubation of Hn preserves its Hankel structure.
Given a real matrix Hn and a positive value –⁄u C –⁄v , we compute dC D z† as follows. We first
tridiagonalize Hn by the Lanczos randomized algorithm, whose computational cost is dominated by
the cost of n ¡ 1 multiplications of Hn by vectors and, therefore, is bounded by O(n2 log n) ops (see
Proposition 4.1). It is assumed that the initial n-dimensional vector of the Lanczos algorithm is chosen
randomly; the algorithm may fail for some unsuccessful choices of this vector but with a bounded
probability (estimated in Appendix C) when the input matrix is real symmetric or Hermitian. Let T
denote the output real symmetric tridiagonal matrix (similar to Hn) and let Tk denote its k £ k leading
principal submatrices, k D 1; : : : ; n. Then we compute z† in O(n) ops by using the two Sturm sequences
formed by the values at x D (–⁄uC–⁄v )
p
2 and x D ¡(–⁄uC–⁄v )
p
2 of the characteristic polynomials pk(x)
of the matrices Tk for k D 1; : : : ; n. O(n) ops suffice at this step because the matrix T is tridiagonal
(Bini and Pan, 1991, Appendix C).
Remark 4.2. If Hn is a complex but not real matrix, one may extend the above analysis to the
Hermitian Hankel-like matrix H Hn Hn , replacing the real symmetric Hankel matrix Hn , where H Hn
denotes the Hermitian transpose of the matrix Hn .
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Remark 4.3. Both approaches of this section and of Corless et al. (1995) enable computing some
upper bounds dC on d† , the degree of the †-GCDs. The approaches of our Section 3, Appendix A.3, and
the Euclidean algorithm lead to some lower bounds d¡; d¡ • d† . Independently, the techniques of the
next three sections also produce lower and upper bounds on d† . All these techniques can be combined
toward their common goal of producing d† and an †-GCD.
5. †-NEIGHBORHOODS, †-PERTURBATION DOMAINS, AND BOUNDING
THE DEGREE OF THE †-GCDS
DEFINITION 5.1. For a polynomial
p(x) D
kX
iD0
pi xi D pk
kY
jD1
(x ¡ x j ); pk 6D 0; (11)
a positive †, and a fixed norm k ¢ k, we define the †-neighborhood of p(x),
N†(p) D f p˜(x) : k p˜(x)¡ p(x)k • †kp(x)k; deg p˜(x) • kg: (12)
For every j we define the †-perturbation domain D†; j (p) of a zero x j of p(x), formed by all im-
ages x of the zero x j of p(x) in all possible homotopic transformations of p(x) in N†(p), that is,
D†; j (p)Dfx;where x D x(1); x j D x(0) for a function x(t) being continuous for 0• t • 1 and sati-
sfying t p˜(x(t)) C (1 ¡ t)p(x(t))D 0 for 0 • t • 1 and for some p˜(x) 2 N†(p)g. For every j, we also
define a pair of discs DC†; j (p) and D¡†; j (p) on the complex plane satisfying
D¡†; j (p) µ D†; j (p) µ DC†; j (p): (13)
It is desired, of course, to have these discs as close to the domain D†; j (p) as possible.
Now, let us be given †, u(x) D um
Qm
iD1(x ¡ yi ); v(x) D vn
Qn
jD1(x ¡ zi ); and the associated †-
perturbation domains and discs, D¡†;i (u); D†;i (u); DC†;i (u); D¡†; j (v); D†; j (v); DC†; j (v) for all i and j. We
define three bipartite graphs G¡† (u; v);G†(u; v);GC† (u; v). The bipartite graph G¡† (u; v) has two sets of
vertices U D fu¡i g and V D fv¡j g, where the m†(u) vertices u¡1 ; : : : ; u¡m† (u) represent the discs D¡†;i (u),
and the n†(v) vertices v¡1 ; : : : ; v¡n† (v) represent the discs D¡†; j (v). A pair of vertices u¡i and v¡j is connected
by an edge if and only if the discs D¡†;i (u) and D¡†; j (v) have nonempty intersection. Similarly we define
the bipartite graphs G†(u; v) and GC† (u; v) based on using the pairs of the domains D†;i (u); D†; j (v) and
the discs DC†;i (u), DC†; j (u), respectively, instead of using the pairs of the discs D¡†;i (u); D¡†; j (v).
The next results are immediately verified.
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let jM¡j; jM j; and jMCj denote the cardinality of the maximum cardinality
matchings M¡; M; and MC in the bipartite graphs G¡† (u; v);G†(u; v); and GC† (u; v), respectively. Let
d† denote the degree of the †-GCDs of u(x) and v(x). Then jM¡j • d† D jM j • jMCj.
Due to Proposition 5.1, to obtain d† for two given polynomials u(x) and v(x) it suffices to yield
jM¡j D jMCj in the associated bipartite graphs G¡† (u; v) and GC† (u; v). Likewise, we bound d† if
jM¡j D dC and/or jMCj D d¡ for some d¡ and dC computed by other means (cf. Remark 4.3).
6. APPROXIMATION OF THE PERTURBATION DOMAINS BY DISCS AND THE
COMPLEXITY OF BOUNDING THE DEGREE OF †-GCDS
The maximum matching in a graph with n vertices can be computed by using O(n2:5) comparisons
(Hopcroft and Karp, 1973) and also allows parallel solution in RNC (Galil and Pan, 1988).
Generally, it is not easy to compute the domains D†; j (p) for a given polynomial p(x) of a degree k,
but the discs D¡†; j (p) and DC†; j (p) can be computed effectively in two steps:
(a) approximate all the zeros z j of p(x) within some fixed error bounds 2¡b j ; b j D b j (p; †);
which are supposed to be small relative to †, and
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(b) apply the known upper estimates for the absolute value of the perturbation of z j caused by
the perturbation of the coefficients of p(x) within N†(p) and, vice versa, that is, for the norm of the
perturbation of the coefficients of p(x) caused by the perturbation of its zeros.
Assuming standard and simple normalization of p(x), which brings all its zeros inside a unit disc, the
known algorithms enable us to perform step (a) by using order of k ops, up to a polylogarithmic factor
(in k and b); furthermore, fully efficient RNC parallelization of these algorithms is available (Pan, 1995,
1996a, 1997).
On the other hand, to define the discs DC†; j (p) at step (b), we may apply the following estimate:
a perturbation of the vector p of the coefficients of p(x) perturbs all its zeros x j by at most 4†1=k if
jx j j • 1 for all j (Scho¨nhage, 1982) (cf. also Ostrowski (1966)). Since the zeros x j of p(x) are assumed
to be known with high accuracy, we may also apply some refined estimates of Bini and Pan (2001),
which require performing O(k log2 k) ops for all j if p0(x j ) 6D 0 for all j or O(k2) ops in the general
case.
To define the discs D¡†; j (p) at step (b), we may apply the following simple bound.
PROPOSITION 6.1. If the zeros of a polynomial p(x) of (11) are perturbed within a positive – and if
– • (1C †)1=k ¡ 1; (14)
then the coefficient vector of p(x) remains in its †-neighborhood; N†(p) of (12).
Proof. The value k p˜(x)¡ p(x)k=kp(x)k reaches its maximum for
p(x) D pk
kY
iD1
(x ¡ xi ); p˜(x) D pk
kY
iD1
(x ¡ xi ¡ –) D p(x ¡ –)
and for some nonnegative xi ; i D 1; : : : ; n: For such p(x) and p˜(x), we have
k p˜(x)¡ p(x)k D
°°°°° kXiD1 p(i)(x)–i= i!
°°°°° • kXiD1
°°p(i)(x)= i!°°–i
• kp(x)k
kX
iD1
–i
µ
k
i
¶
D kp(x)k((1C –)k ¡ 1):
By (14) we have (1C –)k • 1C †; and consequently,
k p˜(x)¡ p(x)k • †kp(x)k:
7. EXTENSIONS TO THE COMPUTATION OF †-GCDS
The presented algorithm for estimating the degree d† can be extended to heuristic computation of †-
GCD, which works for a large class of input pairs u(x) and v(x). Having computed a maximum matching
MC in the bipartite graph GC† (u; v), we may select dC D jMCj pointswCk in the dC intersection domains
DC†;i(k)(u)\ DC†; j;(k)(v); k D 1; : : : ; dC, defined by the pairs of the discs associated with dCDjMCj edges
of MC (we select one point in each domain). The choice of the pointswCk in the intersection domains is not
unique, and various heuristics can be proposed. Alternatively, we may choose wCk D (yk C zk)=2, where
yk and zk denote the computed approximations to the zeros of u(x) and v(x) lying in the discs DC†;i(k)(u)
and DC†; j(k)(v), respectively. Once the values wC1 ; : : : ; wCdC are available, we compute the coefficients
of the polynomial gC† (x)D
QdC
kD1(x ¡ wCk ). By applying Propositions 2.1 or 2.2, we may test if gC† (x)
is a common †-divisor of u(x) and v(x). If so, gC† (x) is their †-GCD, by Proposition 5.1. Otherwise, we
will only know that d† • dC D jMCj. In the latter case, we similarly compute a polynomial g¡† (x) of
degree d¡ D jM¡j and apply Propositions 2.1 or 2.2 to test if this is a common †-divisor of u(x) and
v(x). If so and if jM¡jDjMCj, the polynomial g¡† (x) is an †-GCD.
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8. APPROXIMATING THE GCDS OF POLYNOMIALS REPRESENTED BY THEIR ZEROS
At the beginning of this paper, we shifted from GCDs to †-GCDs to avoid the unstable dependence
of the degree of the GCD on the perturbation of the input coefficients. The next simple example shows
that the remedy does not work perfectly well since the degree of †-GCDs is also very sensitive to the
small perturbations of these coefficients, at least in the case where the input polynomials have multiple
or clustered zeros.
EXAMPLE 8.1. Let n be even and large, †D2¡n , u(x)D xn ¡ 2¡n , v(x)D (x C 1)n . Then GCD (u(x),
v(x))D 1. Moreover, the minimum distance between the zeros of u(x) (yk D (1=2) exp(2…k
p¡1=n);
k D 0; 1; : : : ; n ¡ 1) and the only zero of v(x) (z1 D¡1) is large enough to suggest that, under any
reasonable definition, an approximate GCD of u(x) and v(x) should be a constant too. The †-GCDs of
u(x) and v(x) may, however, have degree 1 even for †D2¡n . For instance, an †-GCD x ¡ 0:5 divides
both polynomials u⁄(x)Du(x) and v⁄(x)Dv(x)¡ 2¡n , satisfying (1) and (2) for †D2¡n .
As a way out of this trap, we propose to define the †-neighborhoods based on the perturbation of
the polynomial zeros, rather than the coefficients. We will study such a natural direction in this section
and in the next one and will show computational efficiency of this approach. To distinguish this study
from that of the previous sections, we will talk about –-GCDs, rather than †-GCDs, and will rely on the
representation of the input polynomials u(x) and v(x) of (4) by the vectors y and z of their zeros:
u(x) D um
mY
i D 0
(x ¡ yi ); v(x) D vn
nY
i D 0
(x ¡ zi ); umvn 6D 0: (15)
The polynomial norm will be defined as the norm of the vector of its zeros. For simplicity, we will
choose the norm k ¢ k1, and then the –-neighborhoods of u(x) and v(x) will be defined as the sets of
polynomials N ⁄– (u) D fu⁄(x) D um
Qm
i D 0(x ¡ y⁄i )g and N ⁄– (v) D fv⁄(x) D vn
Qn
j D 0(x ¡ z⁄j )g with y⁄i
and z⁄j satisfying
jy⁄i ¡ yi j • –; jz⁄j ¡ z j j • – for all i and j:
The common monic divisors of all pairs u⁄(x), v⁄(x) from these –-neighborhoods will be called –-
divisors of u(x) and v(x), and such –-divisors of the maximum degree d– will be called –-GCDs of u(x)
and v(x).
To compute a –-GCD, we proceed as in Sections 5–7. The bipartite graph G⁄ is defined by its two
vertex sets, Y D fy1; : : : ; ymg and Z D fz1; : : : ; zng with pairs yi and z j of vertices connected by
an edge if and only if jyi ¡ z j j • 2–. A maximum matching M⁄ D f(yi1 ; z j1 ); : : : ; (yir ; z jr )g in G⁄
immediately defines a certified –-GCD of u(x) and v(x), g⁄(x)DQrq D 1(x¡(yiqCz jq )=2); rDjM⁄j. The
computation involves O(n2) ops and comparisons to construct the graph G⁄ and O(n2:5) comparisons
to compute a maximum matching in G⁄. It takes extra O(n log2 n) ops to compute the coefficients of
g⁄(x) (Bini and Pan, 1994, p. 25).
The next corollary of Proposition 6.1 shows that the polynomial g⁄(x) is also a common †-divisor of
u(x) and v(x) if – • (1C †)1=n ¡ 1.
COROLLARY 8.1. Let
– • (1C †)1=n ¡ 1: (16)
Then any –-GCD of the polynomials u(x) and v(x) of (15) divides two polynomials u⁄(x) and v⁄(x);
satisfying (1) and (2) under the maximum norm k ¢ k1 provided that m • n.
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9. SIMPLIFIED COMPUTATION OF –-GCDS
Let us simplify the computation of a maximum matching provided that we are allowed to use elastic
–, that is, to adjust – by increasing it dynamically. Our first observation is that a maximum matching in
G⁄ is immediately available if we know that all the components of G⁄ are bipartite cliques.
Now, there are at most c • 2m ¡ 1 edges in any simple path in G⁄, and each edge connects two
points yi and zi , where jyi ¡ zi j • 2–. If we replace – by –1 D (4m ¡ 2)–, then it can be immediately
estimated that every component of G⁄ becomes a bipartite clique in the new bipartite graph G1.
Now we may have two cases. G1 may have as many components as G⁄. In this case all components
of G1 are bipartite cliques, and we easily compute a maximum matching in G1 and a –1-GCD.
Otherwise, G1 has fewer components than G⁄. In this case we may apply the same techniques
recursively, replace –q¡1 by –q D (4m ¡ 2)q– and compute bipartite graphs Gq for q D 2; : : : ; J: We
will stop where the graph G J has as many components as G J¡1; then all of these components must be
bipartite cliques, and we will immediately output a –J -GCD. Clearly, J • m.
The entire computation is reduced to the computation of the connected components in G⁄ DG0 (which
requires O(mn) comparisons (Cormen et al., 1990)) and updating them in Gq for q D 0; : : : ; J ¡1. For
updating, one may create and recursively update the list of the minimum distances from each vertex yi
to the vertices z j in each component of Gq . The entire recursive updating can be performed in O(mn)
comparisons and link operations, and we obtain the bound O(mn) on the entire cost of computing a
ˆ–-GCD, for ˆ– D –J ; J • m • n.
The algorithm can be implemented in O(log2 n) parallel time by using O(mn) work. To achieve this,
we apply binary search in the interval [0;m¡1] to find J and at each step use the known effective parallel
algorithms for connected components (cf. Halperin and Zwick (1996)). Note that parallel computation
of a maximum matching is a harder problem (Galil and Pan, 1988).
10. EXTENSION TO †-PAD ´E AND HANKEL APPROXIMATIONS
AND –-PAD ´E AND HANKEL APPROXIMATION
Let us sketch an extension of our study of †-GCDs and –-GCDs to the study of the (k; l)-th Pade´
approximations allowing inexact input, that is, inexact coefficients of the formal power series h(x).
By following the patterns of Section 3, we may compute the (k ¡ d; l ¡ d)-th Pade´ approximation
(sd (x); td (x)) of h(x) for d D 0; 1; : : : ;min(k; l), then test if
k(h(x)¡ sd (x)=td (x)) mod xkCl¡2dC1k • †kh(x) mod xkClC1k
for a fixed †, and output the pair (sd (x); td (x)) that passed the test for the greatest value d. Alternatively,
we may choose appropriate †⁄ D †⁄(†); †ˆ D †ˆ(†) (or –⁄ D –⁄(†); ˆ– D ˆ–(†)), compute only the single
(k; l)-th Pade´ approximation s(x); t(x) of h(x), then apply the techniques of Sections 3 and 5–9 to
compute g(x), an †⁄-GCD (or –⁄-GCD) of s(x) and t(x), as well as †ˆ-quotients (or ˆ–-quotients) for
sd (x) D s⁄(x)=g(x) and td (x) D t⁄(x)=g(x), and finally, test if the norm k(h(x) ¡ sd (x)=td (x)) mod
xkClC1k is sufficiently small.
Perturbation of h(x) is equivalent to the resulting perturbation of the associated Hankel matrix Hn (see
Section 4). Due to Proposition 4.3, the above techniques can be immediately extended to a heuristic
algorithm for the approximation of Hn by a nearby Hankel matrix of smaller rank. (The algorithm
reduces the problem to the approximate gcd problem.) The latter problem of structure preserving rank
reduction for Hankel matrices has important applications to signal and image processing (Cadzow,
1988; Cadzow and Wilkes, 1990; De Moor, 1994; van der Veen, 1996).
11. DISCUSSION
Choosing an appropriate measure for the distances in the study of approximate GCDs is a critical
but still largely open problem. Using relative errors of the perturbation and/or transition to measure the
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perturbation in terms of the zeros of u(x) and v(x) seems to be an appropriate direction, partly validated
in this paper. Theoretical and/or experimental comparison of the various known heuristic algorithms
for †-GCDs, such as those of Section 3 and Appendices A.2 and A.3 (in particular comparison of their
lower bounds d¡ on the degree of the †-GCD) is another important open subject.
Further progress in our understanding and computing †-GCDs depends also on further study of †-
perturbation domains. For a large class of inputs, the computation of the –-GCDs of u(x) and v(x) can
be simplified at the stage where we approximate the zeros of u(x) and v(x) (since we only care about
their nearly common zeros and may ignore the other ones).
APPENDIX A: SOME KNOWN APPROACHES TO †-GCDS
A.1. The Quadratic Programming Approach
Seeking a linear †-divisor of two polynomials u(x) and v(x) of (4), we may minimize the 2-norms,
ku(x)¡ (x ¡ fi)8(x)k2 and kv(x)¡ (x ¡ fi)9(x)k2;
over all fi and polynomials 8(x) and 9(x) of degrees m ¡ 1 and n ¡ 1, respectively, and then check
the †-divisibility of u(x) and v(x) by x ¡ fi. This procedure is extended to nonlinear †-divisors. The
algorithm always computes †-GCD, but the computation is quite involved, it is reduced to quadratic
programming and then to quantifier elimination (cf. Karmarkar and Lakshman (1996)).
A.2. The Euclidean Algorithm Approach
To perform the Euclidean algorithm, we write r0(x) D v(x), r1(x) D u(x) and then recursively
compute riC1(x) D ri¡1(x) mod ri (x); i D 1; 2; : : : ; l, until we arrive at rlC1(x) D 0. Then we output
the exact GCD, rl(x) D g(x) D gcd(u(x); v(x)). The algorithm has a fast implementation in O(n log2 n)
ops (Pan, 2001). To compute an †-GCD, one may stop the computations earlier, at the smallest k for
which rk(x) is a common †-divisor of u(x) and v(x) (Scho¨nhage, 1985; Emiris et al., 1996, 1997;
Hribernig and Stetter, 1997; Sasaki and Sasaki, 1997). The algorithm does not ensure that the degree
of the computed common †-divisor is maximum (see a counterexample in Emiris et al. (1997)) but
produces a lower bound on this maximum.
A.3. The Subresultant Approach
For two polynomials u(x) and v(x) of (4), their extended GCD is the triple (g(x); fl(x); ° (x)) formed
by the GCD and the two cofactors satisfying the relations
b(x)u(x)C c(x)v(x) D g(x); (A.1)
g(x) D gcd(u(x); v(x)); deg g(x) D d;
deg b(x) < n ¡ d; deg c(x) < m ¡ d:
Clearly, the polynomial g(x) can be recovered from (A.1) if we know the cofactors b(x) and c(x).
Their coefficient vectors b and c, of dimensions n¡d and m¡d, respectively, satisfy the vector equation
Sk
•
b
c
‚
D
26664
0
.
.
.
0
1
37775 ; (A.2)
where kD d and Sk D Sk(u, v) denote the subresultant matrices for u(x) andv(x) defined for kD 1; : : : ;m
(cf. e.g., Bini and Pan (1994), p. 149).
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PROPOSITION A.1. The system (A.2) is nonsingular for k D d; and is singular for k < d.
If d is known, we may compute the vectors b and c by solving the linear system (A.2) for k D d and
then compute g(x), the GCD, from (A.1). The same algorithm can be applied to compute a candidate
†-GCD, gk;†(x), for a fixed degree k D d† . Toward this goal, we first compute the vector [bT; cT]T
as a least-squares solution to linear system (A.2), then substitute b(x) and c(x) into (A.1) and obtain
g(x) D gk;†(x). At the end we should test the †-divisibility of u(x) and v(x) by the computed polynomial
gk;†(x) (see Proposition 2.1). Even if the maximum degree d D d† of the †-GCDs is not available, we
may make a search for the maximum k; k • m, for which the system (A.2) has a solution such that the
associated polynomial g(x) is a common †-divisor of u(x) and v(x). Such a search can be narrowed by
discarding the values k • d¡ if we already have a common †-divisor of u(x) and v(x) of degree d¡
(supplied, say, by the Euclidean algorithm) as well as those values k for which the (m C n ¡ k C 1)-st
largest singular value of S0 exceeds †
p
m C n because these values exceed d† . The subresultant approach
also leads us to some other upper bounds on d† (Emiris et al., 1996, 1997) and in fact, bounding d†
from above was the only purpose of using this approach pointed out in Corless et al. (1995) and Emiris
et al. (1996, 1997).
Asymptotic computational cost of both applications of the subresultant approach (that is, to the
heuristic computation of †-GCDs and to estimating their degree from above) is the same as in the case
of application of the Hankel/Bezout approach of Section 4. The (m C n)£ (m C n) Sylvester matrix S
and its submatrices Sk have a structure that is similar to the structure of the n £ n Hankel matrices Hn
though slightly more complicated; in particular, the matrices Sk are not symmetric. On the other hand, it
is easier to estimate the perturbations of Sk (rather than those of Hk) caused by the perturbations of u(x)
and v(x); in particular, no computation of –u;† + –v;† or similar quantities is needed in the subresulant
case (Corless et al., 1995).
Remark A.1. To obtain upper estimates dC on d† , Corless et al. (1995) and Emiris et al. (1996, 1997)
propose computing all the singular values of the associated subresultant matrices. As in Section 4, we
may yield simplification by only counting singular values in a fixed range rather than computing them.
Similar idea turned out to be useful for some multivariate resultant computation (Emiris and Pan, 1997).
APPENDIX B: VERIFICATION OF THE †-DIVISIBILITY UNDER A WEIGHTED 2-NORM
Let us prove Proposition 2.2. The equation p(x)¡ d(x)g(x) D 0 is equivalent to the linear system
H (d)gr D p;
where gr D (gk¡l ; : : : ; g0)T is the reverse of the vector
g D (g0; : : : ; gk¡l)T
and H (d) is a (k C 1)£ (k C 1¡ l) Hankel matrix of full rank (cf. Bini and Pan (1994) or Corless et al.
(1995)). Minimizing the weighted 2-norm kp(x) ¡ d(x)g(x)k2;w is equivalent to finding a weighted
least-squares solution to the latter linear system, which is the solution to the nonsingular linear system
of k ¡ l C 1 normal equations (Atkinson, 1978)
H T (d) diag(w)H (d) D H T (d)p;
where diag(w) is the (k ¡ l C 1)£ (k ¡ l C 1) diagonal matrix with positive diagonal entries w1; : : : ;
wk¡lC1. This system can be solved by the conjugate gradient method (Golub and Van Loan, 1996, Section
10.2) at the cost of performing O((k¡ l)„) ops, „ denoting the number of ops for multiplication of the
matrix H T(d) diag(w)H (d) by a vector. We have „D O(k log(k C 1¡ l)), by Proposition 4.1.
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APPENDIX C: SYMMETRIC TRIDIAGONALIZATION BY LANCZOS ALGORITHM
Lanczos algorithm (cf. Parlett (1980), Chap. 13; Golub and Van Loan (1996), Chap. 9; or Bini and Pan
(1994), p. 118) for a given n£n real symmetric matrix or Hermitian matrix A starts with fixing a vector
q of dimension n and then computes a pair of n £ n matrices, that is, a unitary Q and a real symmetric
tridiagonal T , satisfying Q H Q D I; T D Q H AQ. The algorithm may fail, but only if, for an unlucky
choice of the vector q, the nonnegative definite Hankel matrix H D (qH AiC j q)n¡ 1i; j D 0 is singular, that is,
detH D 0. We observe that detH is a polynomial of degree at most 2n in the entries of the vector q, and
this polynomial does not vanish identically in q provided that A is nonsingular. By sampling the entries
of q independently of each other from a fixed finite set S (under the uniform probability distribution
on S), we have det H D 0 with a probability at most 2n=jSj; S denoting the cardinality of S (see, e.g.,
Bini and Pan (1994), Lemma 5.1 on p. 43). If A is singular, we apply the above analysis to the matrices
A ¡ bI for a scalar b, and observe that the matrix equation Q H (A ¡ bI )Q D T ¡ bI is equivalent to
Q H AQ D T . On the extension of Lanczos algorithm and its above analysis to the unsymmetric case,
see Parlett (1980); Bini and Pan (1994), p. 122–123, 172, 325; and Pan et al. (1998).
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